
This entry is part of an ongoing series highlighting new collections. The Archives of American Art collects primary source materialsâ€”original letters, writings, preliminary sketches, scrapbooks, photographs, financial
records, and the likeâ€”that have significant research value for the study of art in the United States. The following essay was originally published in the Fall 2021 issue (vol. 60, no. 2) of the Archives of American Art
Journal. More information about the journal can be found atÂ https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/aaa/current.Promotional poster for an Art in General, 1983. 13 x 7 1/2 in. Photographer unknown. Art in General
Records, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.The records of New Yorkâ€™s venerable nonprofit Art in General were donated to the Archives by executive director Irene Mei Zhi Shum in 2020. Comprising
more than one hundred linear feet, the substantial collection documents Art in Generalâ€™s activities from its founding in 1981 by artists Teresa Liska and Martin Weinstein to its abrupt closure due to the financial
pressures of the COVID-19 pandemic.Appropriately, the bulk of the collection consists of exhibition records, including paper files as well as extensive photographic and audiovisual documentation. A trove of early
promotional materials from 1982â€“83 conveys a scrappy, do-it-yourself attitude in keeping with the times. With their blurred figures and the words â€œArt inâ€• spray-painted directly onto storefront windows adorned with
the word â€œGeneralâ€• (the existing signage of the General Hardware Manufacturing Company, which provided rent-free space on the top floor of its Lower Manhattan building), these images telegraph a youthful,
iconoclastic reaction to the perceived elitism and insularity of the commercial gallery system. The announcement for its third exhibition, in October 1983, describes â€œthe commitment of Tribecaâ€™s youngest
alternative art space to presenting the achievements of artists whose work is chosen more for its freshness and excitement than its representation of trends in the current art scene.â€•The exhibition files from 1991 offer a
snapshot of the institutionâ€™s increasingly ambitious programming after a decade in existence and three years into Holly Blockâ€™s eighteen-year tenure as Art in Generalâ€™s first executive director. (Block, whose
identity as one of the Guerrilla Girls was revealed after her death in 2017, was an early champion of many artistsâ€”especially women and artists of colorâ€”who would later achieve widespread acclaim.) A press release
dated February 22 announces, among other things, the installation of William Pope.Lâ€™s â€œlive sound pieceâ€• Looking for Aunt Jenny in the buildingâ€™s elevator shaft, part of a campaign in which seemingly every
inch of available space was taken over for showing art. The next release, dated May 10, announces the opening of the group show Positions of Authority. This exhibition marked the first public presentation of Glenn
Ligonâ€™s groundbreaking photo-textual installation Notes on the Margin of the Black Book (1991â€“93). Today, we are most familiar with this workâ€™s expansive final form, which includes 91 photographs and 78
pages of text. However, the checklist and loan paperwork included in the Positions of Authority exhibition files reveal a more compact iteration of just 38 photographs and 52 text pages. In a reflection on the
organizationâ€™s legacy published on its website in 2020, Ligon recalled, â€œArt in General was a laboratory: a place for experimentation, discussion, and reflection. It was far enough off the beaten track that you could
do what you wanted to do without compromise, but it was enough on â€˜the sceneâ€™ that art critics, museum curators, and gallery owners went there to find out what young artists were thinking about and making.â€•
Ligon was far from the only young artist to test out new ideas at Art in General, and while perhaps exemplary, 1991 is hardly unusual in this regard. The vast amount of information preserved in the collection will provide
future researchers with countless points of entry.Detail from installation of Glenn Ligonâ€™s Notes on the Margin of the Black Book (1991), Positions of Authority exhibition, Art in General, May 23â€“June 29, 1991.
Photographer unknown. Art in General Records, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.Jacob Proctor is the Gilbert and Ann Kinney New York Collector at the Archives of American Art.This entry is part of an
ongoing series highlighting new collections. The Archives of American Art collects primary source materialsâ€”original letters, writings, preliminary sketches, scrapbooks, photographs, financial records, and the likeâ€”that
have significant research value for the study of art in the United States. The following essay was originally published in the Fall 2021 issue (vol. 60, no. 2) of the Archives of American Art Journal. More information about
the journal can be found atÂ https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/aaa/current.Nela Arias-Misson in her studio on 9th Street in New York City, late 1950s. Gelatin silver print, 7 x 10 in. Photographer unknown. Nela
Arias-Misson Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.Every new collection alters the historical record, but not all impact the most entrenched concepts typically relied on to narrate American art history.
With the first installment of the papers of painter Nela Arias-Misson (1915â€“2015) now at the Archives, researchers can look forward to revising histories of modernism, abstract expressionism, and minimalism.
Charismatic, and dedicated to the continual evolution of her style, Arias-Misson crossed paths with Mark Rothko, Hans Hofmann, Antoni TÃ pies, and other leading avant-garde painters. The impression she left on them is
evident in correspondence, photographs, and other documents in her papers.A 1965 letter from Rothko begins with gratitude to Arias-Misson and her husband Alain for their â€œbeautiful little poemsâ€• and elicits the
poetic in Rothko as well, who pens poignant lines such as, â€œIt is good to hear that you are settled and that in your new home you find the kind of a world in which you no longer feel alien and where you can work. As
one gets older and reaches my age the yearning and hope for such a place is given up and one creates a solitude which one abhors and holds on to with all his strength.â€• In photographs of Arias-Missonâ€™s studios
and early exhibitions, one can see that she worked through visual forms associated with Rothko. These photographs and others come meticulously arranged and researched by Marcelo Llobell and Flor Mayoral,
executors of Arias-Missonâ€™s estate and cofounders of the Doral Contemporary Art Museum in Florida.Arias-Missonâ€™s substantial relationship with the influential teacher Hofmann, whose papers also reside at the
Archives, is documented through photographs of classes in session, gallery openings, and social gatherings with Hans and Maria Hofmannsâ€™s Provincetown circle. A letter from Maria to TÃ pies, introducing
Arias-Misson to the artist, demonstrates the promise Hans saw in his student. â€œA friend and student of Mr. Hans Hofmann will go to Barcelona for a while and she would like very much to meet you and also other
artists,â€• she wrote in 1961. â€œWe would be happy if you could help her to see the interesting life there.â€•Envelope for letter from Mark Rothko to Nela and Alain Arias-Misson, July 19, 1965. Nela Arias-Misson
Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.Also important to Arias-Missonâ€™s artistic development was her exchange with the Spanish diplomat JosÃ© Luis Castillejo. While conducting his state duties,
including as ambassador to Nigeria and to Benin, Castillejo wrote art criticism. The typescript of a 1966 essay that he sent to Arias-Misson for review positions her within the eraâ€™s central emergent movements.
Castillejo asserts, â€œSome of Nela Arias-Missonâ€™s works are . . . a meaningful step in the direction we are working today, towards a minimal, zero art. . . . Literal art is a better word than minimal art. Reductive art is
confusing. . . . Literal painting [is] the best name that occurs to me.â€• Such writing and Arias-Missonâ€™s work reopen for investigation these familiar terms describing art of the 1960s.Despite the considerable attention
Arias-Misson received from peers and critics in her lifetime, she remains understudied in scholarly narratives concerning artists working in the US in the 1960s. Her papers show how the history of this important period in
American art can be retold if we place at its center a Cuban-born woman and the network she forged across North America, Latin America, and Europe.Â Josh T. Franco is the national collector for the Archives of
American Art.A selection of conserved H. Wunderlich &amp; Company stock booksThe Archives of American Art recently received funding to conserve and digitize the  H. Wunderlich &amp; Company and Kennedy
&amp; Company stock books. A print gallery in New York City founded in 1874 by Hermann Wunderlich, H. Wunderlich &amp; Company dealt in old master prints but also embraced contemporary artists, such as James
Abbott McNeill Whistler and David Young Cameron. After his death in 1892, Wunderlichâ€™s partner, Edward Guthrie Kennedy, took over and in 1912 the gallery name changed to Kennedy &amp; Company (and in 1952
to Kennedy Galleries). The gallery was one of the first in America and is still in existence today as a private dealer.The Archives of American Art acquired the stock books of Wunderlich &amp; Company in 1989 from
Gerold M. Wunderlich, Hermannâ€™s great-grandson. The books date from 1879 to 1915 and consist of twenty-two inventory ledgers that contain lists of all works collected and sold by H. Wunderlich &amp;
Companyâ€”including one volume from its successor, Kennedy &amp; Companyâ€”and a consignment book of transactions by Wunderlichâ€™s collaborator, print dealer Gustav Lauser, who bought and sold works by
James Abbott McNeill Whistler. The books are a key resource for anyone studying the provenance of artworks in America during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.Before and after treatment of a stock book
dating from 1879â€“1880. The book was missing a binding and had developed red rot.Â Physically, the twenty-three volumes had significant losses, including missing or severely weakened spines, brittle pages, loss of
hardcovers, and overall red rot and decay. These conditions made it difficult for researchers to use the books safely and any handling progressed their deterioration. Intervention was needed to ensure access to and
preservation of the ledgers.In 2020 the Archives received a grant from the Smithsonian Collections Care and Preservation Fund to conserve all twenty-two stock books and the additional consignment book. As most of the
volumes were already unbound or had spines that were almost nonexistent, the methodology of incorporating digitization with conservation made most sense. The volumes were turned over to a rare books conservator
who completely unbound and dry cleaned each cover and page, mending pages where needed. The stabilized unbound volumes were then returned to the Archives to be scanned. The cleaning ensured that the material
was safe for the digitization technician to handle, and the stabilization of each loose cover and page enabled the ease of scanning. Had digitization occurred after rebinding, we would have risked damaging the newly
mended spines, as each book would have needed to lie flat and be fully opened during scanning to ensure that the complete content on each page was captured. The high-resolution digital scans for each volume are now
accessible on the Archivesâ€™ website.Â TOP: The interior of a volume with restored pages sewn by hand. BOTTOM: Closeup of a new red leather binding with hand-tooled details.Once fully digitized, the stock books
were returned to the conservator for rebinding. The spines of every volume were resewn, and each book received a new leather binding with decorative tooling and new leather corners, dyed to match their original colors.
Fully conserved, the stock books were returned to the Archives. Now that the project is complete, the books can remain safely housed together in archival containers in climate controlled collections storage, while their
contents remain online in perpetuity.Â Susan Cary is the registrar and collections manager at the Archives of American ArtÂ Explore More:Saving the Scraps: the Macbeth Gallery Scrapbook Collection by Sarah
CastroMending Tissues and More: Stablizing the Macbeth Gallery Scrapbooks for Digitization and More by Marie Desrochers in The Bigger Picture, the blog ofÂ Smithsonian Institution ArchivesPhotograph of Dorothy
Liebes in her studio with staff, circa 1950s. Dorothy Liebes papers, circa 1850-1973. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.As the COVI
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